Hybrid quantum/classical molecular dynamics for a proton transfer reaction coupled to a dissipative bath.
A hybrid quantum/classical molecular dynamics approach is applied to a proton transfer reaction represented by a symmetric double well system coupled to a dissipative bath. In this approach, the proton is treated quantum mechanically and all bath modes are treated classically. The transition state theory rate constant is obtained from the potential of mean force, which is generated along a collective reaction coordinate with umbrella sampling techniques. The transmission coefficient, which accounts for dynamical recrossings of the dividing surface, is calculated with a reactive flux approach combined with the molecular dynamics with quantum transitions surface hopping method. The hybrid quantum/classical results agree well with numerically exact results in the spatial-diffusion-controlled regime, which is most relevant for proton transfer in proteins. This hybrid quantum/classical approach has already been shown to be computationally practical for studying proton transfer in large biological systems. These results have important implications for future applications to hydrogen transfer reactions in solution and proteins.